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Andre the Seal, back in Boston

Move over, Flipper;
here comes Andre
Christian Science Monitor
News Service
Boston, Mass.
A mustachioed, middle-aged mari
ner, said in Maine to rank "second
only to Andrew Wyeth as the
state's most acclaimed summer res
ident," is spending the winter
months at an exclusive Boston sea
side resort.
A.ndre, as the old salt is known to
his f
was chauffeured from
Reexport, Maine, where he serves
as Honorary Habormaster. Wear
ing a stunning, full-length gray
coat, he spent most of his first day
shaking hands, posing for photo
graphs, playing to the crowds, and
was even bold enough to kiss an at
tractive young woman.
Following a reception in his honor,
Andre dined on savory herring (nei
ther pickled nor with sour cream)
and retired to his room to catch a
few winks and enjoy the specialty
of the house — all-night showers
Andre is staying at the New Eng
land Aquarium. But don’t be so
brash as to remind him that he is
only a harbor seal or he is apt to
reply with the same rude buzz of
his lips that follows when asked his
opinion of newspaper reporters.
The 167-pound, 14-year-old seal has
been heading south for his winter
vacations at the Aquarium for the
last three years. Every April he
F^tthp 2,°° miles
Down
East to Rockport, where he joins
his underwater companion Harry
Goodndge, a Maine tree surgoen
and amateur scuba diver.
The story of this seal and his man
goes back to the hazy "southwest
^ay , Ln 1961 when Andre and
Goodndge first met near Sobinson s Rock, a harbor seal hangout
some four miles seaward of Rock
port.
At the time Andre was’ an or
phaned,. two-day-old pup with a
streamlined teardrop body and a
head as smooth as a cannonball
Prompted by curiosity and an "itch
or sub marine companionship,"
Goodndge scooped Andre into his
power boat and took him home. So
the story is retold in Harry Good
ridge s just-published chronicle, "A
oeal Called Andre."
The 19-pound pup suckled on a
sponge rubber substitute mother
had a basement bathtub as his first
playpen, pushed the Goodridges'
beagle "Toot" out of his doghouse
and eventually was house-trained. '
By age 3, Andre was a veteran
showman — eons beyond, his ball
balancing, horn-blowing peers. He
developed a full performance reper
toire (responding to more than 50
•arxen^ COIT,mands from Good
ridge) that included dancing the
twist, shooting baskets, imitating a
poi poise failing to jump through a
suspended tire, and hiding his face
with a cupped flipper in mock con
trition when Goodridge said
Shame on you."
Andre has wowed Rockport's sum
mer visitors for years and become
a Down East celebrity.
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ten half swamping them getting in
and opt.
Consequently, Harry constructed
an enclosed, floating pen for Andre
in the harbor and made daily trips
to feed him in the summertime.
For more than a decade, Andre was
free to roam the sea in winter, but
Goodndge grew increasingly con
cerned that Andre might stray into
Canadian waters, where seals bring
a $10 bounty. Goodridge realized
how difficult it would be to get
through Rockport's ice-bound har
bor to feed Andre in the winter if
kept in the cage.
He concluded the New England
Aquarium was the most suitable
winter home.
Though Andre prefers his home
town on the Maine coast, he toler
ates Boston's gawking crowds and
the occasional youngster who tries
to stick bubblegum to Andre’s sil
very pelt. Furthermore, he enjoys
the seal company in the winter, and
gains some 40 pounds during each
Aquarium holiday.

A hook in his lip—

Andre’s Home, Undergoes Surgery
Andre. Rockport’s famed har
bor seal, could have asked for
more on his return home.
But a full day before he arriv
ed. owner-trainer Harry
Goodridge knew Andre probably
would require surgery to ex
tricate the diamond jig hook he
picked up somewhere along his
swim home from Marblehead.
The operation was performed
by Boston surgeons Tuesday in
Rockport harbor.
Goodridge first heard of An
dre’s mishap when a Port Clyde
fisherman called him early
Saturday to report he had found a
seal in his boat, dangling a dia
mond jig hook from his upper lip.
Harry raced down to Port Clyde,
but by the time he arrived Andre
had gone.

He received another call, and
returned to Port Clyde. Sure
enough, there was Andre across
the harbor in a boat. Harry
reported later that he called An
dre to come to the float, and the
obedient seal did just that. He
patiently allowed Harry to cut off
more of the hook. The fisherman
earlier had cut off the trailing
portion.
Said Harry, “It takes a lot to
impress a Maine fisherman, but
when Andre came to me when I
called, that sure did it.”
Goodridge then put the 14-year
old seal through a few tricks for
the group of Port Clyde
youngsters who had gathered.
Andre returned to the water and
lingered at Port Clyde till even
ing. Next morning, Sunday, An

dre was back in Rockport.
The seal’s journey took less ac
tual swimming time this year
than last when his four-day swim
from Marblehead was considered
nothing short of miraculous.
This past winter, as he did the
year before, Andre spent in the
New England Aquarium in
Boston. Harry has visited him a
couple of times and last Wednes
day went down to release him
from Marblehead - because he
knows the waters there - for his
swim home.
But reports from Andre
watchers indicated that the seal
was in no hurry this year. He was
sighted around the Marblehead
area the better part of the first
day. Then Harry says, he got a
Turn to back page, please
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MEDICAL TEAM — Andre, Rockport’s harbor seal, swam home this week with a hook in his upper lip.
Here to perform surgery are Dr. Joseph Geraci of the New England Aquarium, Sal Testaverde, biologist,
and owner, Harry Goodridge. See photos p. 7 of the operation and recovery

ANDRE
Continued from page one

report that Andre was in
Manchester, not far off, the
following day.
However, when he got a call
that Andre was in Boothbay on
Friday, Goodridge admits he was
skeptical. That’s pretty good
time. Then came the call from
Port Clyde and word that the seal
had a one-pound hook in his
mouth.
When Andre arrived in
Rockport Sunday, Harry prompt
ly contacted marine mammal
physicians at the Aquarium in
Boston. Officials at the
Aquarium sent medical help to
perform surgery free of charge.
Goodridge met the team early
Tuesday afternoon at Downeast
Airlines and the operation was
performed shortly thereafter in
Rockport harbor.
Officiating was Dr. Joseph
Geraci, marine veterinarian
from Ontario Veterinary College
in Guelph, Ontario, and Animal
Health Consultant for the New
England Aquarium, Sal
Testaverde, biologist.
Dr. Geraci administered an
anesthetic and removed the hook.
Then the men, with the
assistance of a few helpers,
hoisted the unconscious seal into
a truck and transported him to
Goodridge’s house -- where An
dre has been a frequent visitor.
Here, a visibly nervous Harry
Goodridge sweated out the hour
that elapsed for Andre to regain
consciousness.
Harry reported late Tuesday
that his seal, upon waking up,
appeared to be in no hurry to
leave. Finally, he made his
move, crawling, with Harry
walking along beside him, back
to the harbor and his cage a dis
tance of about one-quarter mile
over lawns and winding village
street.
Andre is the subject of a book
being written by Harry

SAD Adjourns
Budget Meeting
In Five Minutes

Camden and Rockport
residents passed over three ar
ticles regarding the 12-montf
SAD 28 budget and adjourned ar.
April 30 meeting moments aftei
its inception.
The April 30 budget meeting
was a continuation of one conven
ed on February 27 at which
residents acted on the current
six-month budget. At the
February meeting, citizens voted
to reconvene at a later date
because legislative action was
pending on school funding laws.
Last week, Roger Taylor,
chairman of the SAD 28 board of
directors, told the several hun
dred voters who gathered at the
high school gym, “We an
ticipated that the legislature
would have taken action (on the
school funding law) by now when
we set the (April 30) date. But we
still don’t know what receipts we
have, so we don’t know what
figures to fill in for these ar
ticles. We, therefore, have no
budget to recommend.”
Taylor told voters that word
from the legislature was ex
pected by May 15. School dis
tricts. he added, have been given
an extension until May 31 to
finalize budgets for the comjng
year which begins July 1.
The motion to adjourn was
made and passed, with no opposi
tion, in a hand vote.
Goodridge and Rockport writer
Lew Dietz which will be titled “A
Seal Called Andre.” It is planned
for publication early this fall by
Praeger in New York.
Harry has known Andre since
he was a two-day old pup. But
after 14 years of daily associa
tion, Andre never ceases - to
amaze his closest human friend.
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ENJOYED BOOK ABOUT ANDRE
Dear Sirs,
I have just finished reading a most delightful book which
I would recommend to anyone, young or old. The book is called,
“A Seal Named Andre.” This most enjoyable story, written
by Harry Goodridge and Lew Dietz, can make you cry and
laugh at the same time.
The exploits of Andre and the other seals Harry trained,
seemed to reach into some inner sensitivity which hadn't been
stimulated in years. I felt as if I were right there when Andre
was a pup being weaned and also on his long journey home
o
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SECTION TWO

ANDRE’S ANTICS—Although he's 7-ft. 10 in,
long, Andre the seal (circle) fcouldn't stop this
shot by seven-foot Hank Finkle of the Celtics.
But, photo right, Andre tied the score minutes
later with this ''dunk” shot as Celtics Jimmy Ard,
Don Nelson, Don Chaney and Finkle watched.

Staff Photos by Anikt Andersen

Pool' Hustler Seals Fate of 4 Celtic Stars
By JOE HEANEY
Andre the Wonder Seal was a little waterlogged
yesterday, but still managed to sink four towering
Boston Celtics during an aquatic basket-shooting
exhibition sponsored by the New England
Aquarium.
And the smooth mammal from Maine might
have run the score up higher if there had been
more herring treats for his efforts and if the
Celtic’s wives and children weren’t watching their
big guys lose.
“Hey, we can’t get beat by the seal,” lamented
huge Jim Ard, but it was already dangerously late
in the contest.
Fineal score: 6 to 4. And that meant clever
Andre, a Rockport, Maine harborseal who winters
at the Aquarium, dunked three baskets with his
whiskery nose .. while the Celtics managed two
with their expensive hands.
Andre had to bump the ball u pthe backboard
three feet to get it over the rim. He was an artful
rebounder, but he had the pool to himself, a couple
of Celtics fans mumbled.
From the side of the pool (in the Aquarium’s

floating amphitheater, “Discovery,” docked at
Commonwealth Pier), 7-fbot center Hank Finkel
and hustling forward Don Nelson tossed in a 25footer apiece.
Teammates Don Chaney and Ard were helpless
from the waterline.
Andre, wh is 14, weighs 215 and measures 4’/2
feet, actually was sort of lackluster.
At first the crowd thought he was trying to fake
the Celtics out with a half-speed performance and
then a big finish .. .like a pool hall hustler.
He looked tired in the backcourt and indifferent
under the boards. Andre was plenty nonchalant,
but careless, too.
The bail got away several times and the only
thing that seemed to spark his performance was
more herring.
The many children in the audience cheered the
two lonely Celtics baskets loudly .. and there
were no jeers when the tall ones missed the
backboard completely.
Early in the encounter Chaney watched Andre
chasing the ball around the pool and said: “I’m
not impressed so far.”

“I think he’s overweight for his height," said
Ard, “I don’t think he wants to do anything.”
Nelson observed: “He’ll have trouble making
our squad.”
Hank Finkel said he enjoyed the game and had
watched seals play before when he lived in San
Diego.
“What is it with Andre?” someone asked
handler, Annie Potts, 25, of Cambridge.
“He is having kind of an off day,” Annie con
ceded. “He’s really very clever, but he’s stubborn,
too.
“And he’s also a little nervous ... not used to
the crowds; besies being out of training.”
Some spectators thought Samantha the sea lion
and Kathy the dolphin, who performed earlier,
might have had an easier time with the Celts ...
and for much less herring than Andre required.
Samantha and Kathy were pretty remarkable.
The exhibition was held to publidize a two-forone attendance offer by Boston museums during
January. One paid attendance brings a free pass
to a second museum of the visitor’s choice.

Andre Departs For
Annual Trip To Rockport
Taking all factors into consideration . . . coastal
currents, the mackerel supply, water temperature, wind
conditions, and even a slightly increased weight figure
. . . it should be the end of the week when Andre,
Rockport's popular harbormaster, pulls into Deep Har
bor and flops into the nearest rowboat.
Owner/Trainer Harry Goodridge said that the
well known seal will be released from New England
Aquarium Tuesday atabout3 p. m. He will be "launched,"
as Goodridge put it, at Marblehead, Mass., and then
presuming he doesn't suddenly decide on a tropical
vacation, will start on his annual 180 mile journey north
to Rockport.
This is the third year of wintering at the aquarium.
In the past two years Andre made the venture in three
days (1974) and four days last year. It was last year
that he had the untimely encounter with a one pound
treble hook jig. "I don't believe he'll make that mistake
again," Goodridge added.
Before his release, Andre and Goodridge will be tak
ing part in a fund-rasing luncheon at the aquarium.
It's anyone's guess, and perhaps could even be a
sporting betting proposition, to determine when the
Rockport entertainer flippers his way into home waters.
Goodridge offers a couple of tips if anyone is taking
odds.
"He's a little heavier than he has been. Also, he
usually stops at various locations along the way," he
noted. Last year Andre was spotted in the PortlandKittery area and again around Port Clyde as he took his
leisurely cruise up the New England coastline.

Andre To Leave His Winter Home
By JEANNETTE HARRIS
. . . staff correspondent

SALISBURY - Andre, a
figure familiar to New
England residents, will return
home April 30.
Andre is a 14-year-old train
ed seal kept by Harry
Goodridge, Rockport, Maine,
formerly of Salisbury, and has
been wintering at tne Boston
Aquarium.
.
Andre will be released in
Boston Harbor Wednesday

He also performs during the
and is expected to arrive at his
Rockport home in about four winter at the aquarium where
Goodridge visits him.
days.
.
Goodridge is the brother of
Last year Andre was releas Charles
retired
ed in Marblehead after his Salisbury Goodridge,
police sergeant.
winter vacation and returned
Persons who spot Andre on
to Rockport in four days.
his way home can call Charles
For several years Andre has Goodrich at 465-0233 with in
been a tourist attraction in formation.
Rockport where he performs.
It is not know how Andre
He arrived as a young seal and finds his way home through
Goodridge began feeding him the coastal waters of the
and the seal began performing Atlantic from his winter
for him.
- -z .
home, because he is taken to

the aquarium in a truck.
Theodore Goodridge, Atkin
son, N.H., helps his uncle,
Harry, with Andre and he is
proua of it.
He calls Andre “the greatest
single animal act in the world.
Nobody trains Andre. He
trains humans.”
' Goodridge will be with his
uncle in Boston Wednesday
and thinks Andre could make
it home faster than last year.
Time will tell.

r

Andre On Time
For Ride To Boston
ROCKPORT - Andre, this
town’s honorary harbormaster,
was waiting in his pen Tuesday
morning when his trainer Harry
Goodridge came to check cn his
whereabouts.
Andre Saturday had decided
to take an unscheduled two-day
tour of the Rockport coast be
fore going to the New England
Aquarium.
After alerting aquarium offi
cials to come for the seal, Goo
dridge packed a small traveling
suitcase with Andre’s favorite
fish for the long ride to a “sec
ond season of showmanship” at
the Boston aquarium. Andre
will remain there about six
months, returning here when
the water warms up.
(Moore Photo)

Associated Press Wirephoto

Andre, the harbor seal who winters at the New England Aquarium in Boston, performs the final
show of the season Tuesday under the ommands of owner Harry Goodridge of Rockport, Me.
Andre was released into the Atlantic later to begin the 160-mile journey to his summer home in
Maine.

Andre Slept Here

Frank Farrin making friends with Andre.

Andre the seal stopped in South Bristol for
the weekend this past Saturday. He showed
up in the harbor about 7:30 in the morning
following a leisurely three-day swim. It was a
distance of about a hundred miles as the seal
swims. He left Marblehead, Mass, on
Wednesday where he was put back in his
home by his guardian, Harry Goodridge.
Since leaving Marblehead, Andre ap
parently had not been sighted by anyone, and
Goodridge was uncertain as to how long
Andre’s trip would take this year. Last year
he spent 14 days on his trip to Rockport, his
homeport, but he spent more time loafing in
coastal resort towns like Tenants Harbor and
Stonington.
When Andre arrived in South Bristol, he
swam up to the pier at Frank Farrin’s store
to greet the early morning risers. And then
he looked for a spot to take a nap. About 20
feet from the float was a recently painted
skiff owned by Dennis Farrin. It was painted
a soft yellow, both topside and inside, and it
was tied to a mooring pennant that looked to
be a used lobster pot buoy. Andre chose this
boat because of its proximity to humans or
for its color, and perhaps because of its size,
though he has been known to swamp boats
upon entering them. He jumped in over the
gunwale, which was nearly two feet from the
water, and lay down to rest.

Throughout the sunny day, he lay on the th
wart with his head resting on the gunwale,
turning his body over, back and forth, to get
the maximum heat of the sun as the boat
swung around the mooring. Occassionally he
would dip his face in the chilly water, either
to cool his face or to warm it; one really
cannot say which.
During the day an estimated 1,000 persons
came to see Andre, many of them quietly
rowing around him in one of the boats which
had been tied to the float. He barely moved
when onlookers came within inches of his
boat, and he opened his eyes and nostrils only
infrequently, as during a yawn. Someone
tried to feed him thawed out herring, but he
wouldn’t deign to eat it. A fishing boat pulled
in and gave some scrap fish to him. Fresh
though it was, he wouldn’t eat it either,
preferring instead to doze in the warmth of
the sun. Just one time did he leave the boat,
and that was only to dive in, swim un
derneath the skiff, and jump back on on the
other side.
He spent the night in the harbor and left the
next morning to complete his trip to Rock
port. He arrived in Rockport Sunday af
ternoon to be greeted by Mr. Goodridge and
several hundred seal lovers.

Howard Plummer mans the desk where Andre spent the night.
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Andre’s Hook Cut
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ROCKPORT HARBOR — Andre the Seal is healthy, hap
py and back to entertaining harborside residents here after
the last bit of a s'.eel hook was removed from his lip by a
veterinarian and biologist from Boston’s New England Aqua
rium earlier this week.
Harry Goodridge, trainer of the seal, said that the spe
cialists flew to this town Wednesday and removed the steel
with surgical tools.
Andre picked up the hook in his record breaking threeday swim from Marblehead, Mass, to Rockport Harbor last
week. Most of the hook was removed by Goodridge but he
saved the last bit of delicate work for the veterinarian.
Goodridge said the harborside operation was traumatic
for the seal.
‘‘We had to get him in a net to give him a (tranquilizing
shot,” Goodridge said. “Once he got into the net, he panicked
and lost his wind.”
“Once we gave him the shot, he calmed down,” Good
ridge continued, “and we brought him to my house to recu
perate on the kitchen floor.”
Goodridge said the seal is familiar with the inside of his
house was reassured when he came back to full con
sciousness in the kitchen. Goodridge lives a quarter-mile
from the harbor.
Goodridge said infection fortunately did not start in the
wound. He said Andre is better than ever, “even practicing
shooting baskets without me telling him to.”
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Some people 90 visiting,
some make phone calls,
others write signs or have it
done. Carol Lynch (left) of
Newark, Calif., is one who
writes signs, and what signs!
Tired of living in a half
painted house, she left no
doubt at all what she meant
when she put her message
on the garage door. Hus
band Joe had started paint
ing the house a year ago,
quit in September because of
rains and hadn't dipped a
brush since until he arrived
home on this particular day.
Joe’s painting again. Young
Chad Anderson of Thomas
ton, Maine, cares not a whit
that the object of his mis
sive can't read. Andre, the
famous harbor seal of Rock
port, Maine, had just spent
the winter in the New
England Aquarium in Boston.
He was released April 30,
and it took the 240-pound
swimmer just three days to
swim up the coast to his
summer home. There he
steadfastly ignored Chad’s
welcome and concentrated
on a meal of fish provided
by his trainer, Harry Good
ridge. The sign that adorns
Jim Adornetto’s car is a busi
ness gimmick that he con
siders more effective than
one he might write himself.
You guessed it, of course.
Jim (bottom right) runs a
pizza parlor in Zanesville,
Ohio, and he says his license
plate draws some attention
and some business too. Why
the plate is a '74 one was
not explained.
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Andre’s Long Day^9

Upon his return from Boston,
Rockport's harbor seal Andre
faced the ordeal of surgery, a
traumatic experience for anyone,
particularly touchy for a marine
mammal.

But Andre has a lot of friends.
The series of photos show An
dre before and during surgery
and his post-operative return to
the harbor.

At left. Dr. Joseph Geraci,
marine veterinarian for the New
England Aquarium in Boston,
prepares anesthetic; next, the
doctor removes the remains of
the hook; Andre is loaded, un
conscious, into a truck for the
trip to his owner’s home for
recovery; at bottom left Harry
Goodridge, owner and trainer,
waits out the. post-operative
period with the medical crew.

Finally, Andre leaves Harry’s
house for the quarter-mile trip to
the harbor.

Photos by Ben Magro,

THE RECOVERY ROOM—

THE RETURN

WHERE THERE’S SMOKE THERE’S FIRE—If a seal
could talk, Andre, left, Rockport’s honorary harbormas
ter now at the New England Aquarium, might say he
was anxious to return to Boston to bask again in the ad
miring glances of Smoke, a four-year-old female harbor
seal. Even though Andre is 14 this year, acquarium offi
cials said he had a good trip and is trim and in good
health. Officials were reluctant to reveal when Andre
might get back into performing shape, but said it would
be soon. Sonny Allen, training director, here supplies

dinner for the pair shortly after Andre arrived Wednes
day. This winter marks the second tryst for Andre and
Smoke. Aquarium officials said no plans have yet been
made to allow Andre to swim next spring from Boston
Harbor to Rockport, as he did so successfully this year.
The aquarium’s mammal pavilion on Commonwealth
Pier in Boston is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily and
until 9 p.m. Fridays. Shows are presented every hour
and a half, beginning at 11:30 a.m.
AP Wire Photo
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That Seal Surfaces Again
By JOE DRISCOLL
Andre, the seal splashed into the
news again yesterday.
In case you don’t know who Andre is
— he’s a lovable 240-pound, 14-year-old
se^l, who spends his winters at the New
England Aquarium, and vacations in the
summer in Rockport Harbor in Maine.
Harry Goodridge of Rockport found
Andre abandoned when he was just a
pup. Goodridge built a 32-foot pen for
the seal in Rockport Harbor.
After the tourist season ended each
year, Gqodridge would turn Andre loose
into the Maine waters. But he seemed to
like people better than fish, and kept
scaring fishermen by leaping into their
boats to get some sun.
That’s when his winter home was
changed to the aquarium.
Well, anyway on Wednesday, he was
trucked to Marblehead, put in the water
and told Rockport was thataway.
Andre really flipped when he hit the
water, did a few pirouettes, then disap
peared.
Yesterday William Loring of Prides
Crossing on the North Shore, rowed a
dinghy out to his 36-foot sloop moored in
Manchester Harbor. He was sitting on
the sloop, splicing a line, when he got
the feeling he was being watched.
He turned around and sure enough
there was a pair of eyes just above the
surface, staring at him. Loring looked
closer and saw it was a seal.
He figured the seal might be lonely
and seeing there was no one around, he

waved. That did it. Andre found the
fellow in the boat was friendly and
that’s all he needed.
He kept jumping about four feet out
of the water, trying to get aboard the
sloop, but kept hitting the lifeline, and
dropping back into the water.
Loring, who is a professional trustee
with the Choate, Hall and Stewart law
office, also happens to be a charter
member of the aquarium. But he had
never met Andre.
He watched the seal in amazement.
He had seen seals in the water before,
but none of them acted like this one.
Andre gave up trying to board the
sloop and settled for jumping into the
dinghy.
“When I tried to get him out he
rocked the boat,” Loring said. “He tried
to get up on my lap and I think he was
trying to kiss me. He almost swamped
the dinghy.
“Since I didn’t want to go swimming
with him, I finally managed to get him
overboard. As I rowed ashore, he kept
swimming around the boat, then dove
and swam off,” Loring said.
“I was going to tell my wife about it,
but I was afraid she’d think I was
drinking. I happened to pick up the
Herald American and there on was a
picture of a seal. I figured this had to be
the same one.”
Andre doesn’t seem to be in a hurry
to get to Maine. And maybe he’s tired of
always looking at the bottoms of boats.
Or maybe he thinks he’s an aquapeople.
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Andre is welcomed
in Boston reception
By Stewart Dill McBride
Christian Science Monitor
News Service

—Christian Science Monitor Photo

Andre the seal, back in Boston.

BOSTON — A mustachioed,
middle-aged mariner, said in
Maine to rank “second only to
Andrew Wyeth as the state’s
most acclaimed summer resi
dent,” arrived in Boston recent
ly to spend the winter months at
an exclusive local seaside
resort.
Andre, as the old salt is known
to his friends, was chauffeured
from Rockport, Maine, where
he serves as Honorary Harbor
master. Wearing a stunning,
full-length gray coat, he spent
most of his first day shaking
hands, posing for photographs,
playing to the crowds, and was
even bold enough to kiss an
attractive young woman.
FOLLOWING THE reception
in his honor, Andre dined on
savory herring (neither pickled
nor with sour cream) and re
tired to his room to catch a few
winks and enjoy the specialty of
the house — all-night showers.
Andre is staying at the New
England Aquarium, you see.
But don’t be so brash as to
remind him that he is only a
harbor seal or he is apt to reply
with the same rude buzz of his
lips that follows when asked his
opinion of newspaper reporters.
The 167-pound, 14-year-old
seal has been heading south for
his winter vacations at the
Aquarium for the last three
years. Every Aprilhe swims the

200 miles “up Dowm East" to
Rockport, where he joins his
underwater companion Harry
Goodridge, a Maine tree
surgeon and amateur scuba
diver.

ing the twist, shooting baskets,
imitating a porpoise failing to
jump through a suspended tire,
and hiding his face with a
cupped flipper in mock contri
tion when Harry says “Shame
on you.”

The story of this seal and his
man goes back to the hazy
“southwest day” in 1961 when
Andre and Harry first met near
Robinson's Rock, a harbor seal
hangout some four miles sea
ward of Rockport.

Andre has wowed Rockport’s
summer visitors for years and
become a Down East celebrity
known by coastal children and
lobstermen from Marblehead to
Monhegan.

AS ANDRE’S familiarity
AT THE TIME Andre was an with Rockport residents grew,
orphaned, two-day-old pup with the prankster in him blos
a streamlined teardrop body somed. He became a bit of a
and a head as smooth as a nuisance to local fishermen,
cannonball. Prompted by curi- nibbling at their oars and ap
ousity and an “itch for sub propriating their boats for his
marine companionship,” Harry siestas, often half -swamping
scooped Andre into his power them getting in and out.
boat and took him home. So the
Consequently, Harry con
story is retold in Harry Good
ridge’s just-published chroni structed an enclosed, floating
pen for Andre in the harbor and
cle, “A Seal Called Andre.”
made daily trips to feed him in
the
summertime.
The 19-pound pup suckled on a
sponge-rubber substitute
For more than a decade,
mother, had a basement bath Andre was free to roam the
tub as his first playpen, pushed winter seas, but Harry grew
the Goodridge’s beagle “Toot’, increasingly concerned that
out of his doghouse, and eventu Andre might stray into Cana
ally was house-trained.
dian waters, where seals bring
a 510 bounty. Harry realized
By age three. Andre was a how difficult it would be to get
veteran showman — eons through Rockport’s ice-bound
beyond his ball-balancing, harbor to feed Andre in the
horn-blowing peers. He de winter if kept in the cage.
veloped a full performance re
He concluded the New Eng
pertoire (responding to more
than 50 different commands land Aquarium was the most
from Harry) that included danc suitable winter home.
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Boston defends
its CETA program
City Hall rips federal charges
of patronage, misuse of workers
By Richard J. Cattani

Staff writer of
The Christian Science Monitor
Boston

By Barth J. Falkenberg. staff photographer

‘Hello Boston, I’m back!’ — Andre the seal

Famed Maine resident
checks in at Hub resort
By Stewart Dill McBride

streamlined teardrop body and a head as
smooth as a cannonball. Prompted by curios
ity and an “itch for submarine companion
Boston ship,” Harry scooped Andre into his power
A mustachioed, middle-aged mariner, said boat and took him home. So the story is retold
in Maine to rank “second only to Andrew in Harry Goodridge’s just-published chron
Wyeth as the state’s most acclaimed summer icle, “A Seal Called Andre.”
resident,” arrived in Boston late last week to
The 19-pound pup suckled on a spongespend the winter months at an exclusive local rubber substitute mother, had a basement
seaside resort.
bathtub as his first playpen, pushed the
Andre, as the old salt is known to his friends, Goodridge’s beagle, “Toot,” out of his dog
was chauffeured from Rockport, Maine, house, and was eventually house-trained.
where he serves as Honorary Harbormaster.
By age three, Andre was a veteran showman
Wearing a stunning, full-length gray coat, he — eons beyond his ball-balancing, horn
spent most of his first day shaking hands, blowing peers. He developed a full perfor
posing for photographs, playing to the crowds, mance repertoire (responding to more than 50
and was even bold enough to kiss an attractive different commands from Harry) that in
young woman.
cluded dancing the twist, shooting baskets,
Following the Friday afternoon reception in imitating a porpoise failing to jump through a
his honor, Andre dined on savory herring suspended tire, and hiding his face with a
(neither pickled nor with sour cream) and cupped flipper in mock contrition when Harry
retired to his room to catch a few winks and
enjoy the specialty of the house — all-night
★Please turn to Page 10
showers.
Andre is staying at the New England
Aquarium, you see. But don’t be brash as to
remind him that he is only a harbor seal or he
is apt to reply with the same rude buzz of his
lips that follows when asked his opinion of
By George B. Merry
newspaper reporters.
Staff writer of
The 167-pound, 14-year-old seal has been
The Christian Science Monitor
heading south for his winter vacations at the
Boston
Aquarium for the last three years. Every
Efforts are afoot to wrest spending controls
April he swims the 200 miles “up Down East” from the Governor and the Massachusetts
to Rockport, where he joins his underwater Legislature.
companion Harry Goodridge, a Maine tree
If a current initiative petition drive is
surgeon and amateur scuba diver.
successful, future state budgets will be frozen
The story of this seal and his man goes back at a set percentage of the combined annual
to the hazy “southwest day” in 1961 when income of residents of the commonwealth.
Andre and Harry first met near Robinson’s And a lid would be clamped on taxes.
Rock, a harbor seal hangout some four miles
Spearheading the drive to obtain at least
seaward of Rockport. At the time Andre was 57,000 valid voter signatures by Nov. 26 is
an orphaned, two-day-old seal pup with a Edward F. King of Boston. The Republican
Staff writer of
The Christian Science Monitor

The City of Boston formally and vigorously
has defended its $11.8 million Comprehensive
Employment Training Act (CETA) program
against recent U.S. Department of Labor
charges.
In a28-page letter to Luis Sepulveda, Acting
Assistant Regional Manpower Director for the
Labor Department, the city claims:
• The department’s data on Boston’s public
service jobs effort contained so many errors as
“tojjreclude useful conclusions.”
• The report alleging city CETA abuses
reflected faulty comprehension of processes
and staff roles in the city’s program.
• The city, even before receiving the
Department of Labor’s charges in mid-Octo
ber, had begun making many of the correc
tions called for.
Mr. Sepulveda told the Monitor he would not
comment on the city’s response until his office
has had a chance to study it. He reaffirmed
that the investigation — launched last spring
because of questions of possible criminal
patronage and political abuses — was contin
uing.
The two most sensitive issues raised by the
Labor Department in reviewing the city’s
program for hiring 1,550 of Boston’s estimated
35,000 unemployed were evidence of patron
age in the hiring process and the use of CETA
workers for Mayor Kevin H. White’s re
election campaign.
On patronage in hiring, the city argues that
the bulk of its hiring was done in a matter of
weeks. In handling 15,000 applications and
hiring 2,000 individuals in so short a time, the
city contends, it merits praise for “sound
management, equity, and accuracy” — not
criticism.

Hiring contract opposed
The city’s response, signed by Robert
Hanson, Director of the Mayor’s Office of
Program Mangement and Evaluation, “flatly
rejects” the Department of Labor’s recom
mendation that the city contract out its hiring

Petition seeks ceiling on

process to another agency. The Labor Depart
ment suggested the remedy because it found
patronage patterns: “A person who was
referred by certain city councillors, hiring
authorities, or other prominent figures in the
city administration had a better chance of
being hired than those who were not,” the
report charged.
The city’s response does not cite figures for
the incidence of such “patronage” referrals.
But it labels the proposed stripping of full
hiring authority from City Hall “drastic” and
“of questionable legality.”
Such a proposal, however, appears welcome
to non-city agencies in the manpower training
and hiring business.
Robert M. Coard, executive director of
Action for Boston Community Development,
Inc. (ABCD), contends “depoliticizing” city
manpower programs is vital.
“A mayor can’t watch every individual who
works for him,” Mr. Coard told the Monitor.
“Young, ambitious administrators can com
promise apolitical figure like the mayor.”
Mr. Coard says that ABCD “would be an
appropriate vehicle” for the city’s CETA
hiring. ABCD already handles about $4 million
in CETA Title I job-training funds. The quasi
public agency (it has members of the City
Council on its board) has handled as much as
$22 million a year in federal job-training and
manpower funds, and it maintains 15 neigh
borhood employment centers throughout the
city.
“We have a professional, influence-free
system ready for a CETA hiring contract” the
ABCD director says.
On political activities by CETA workers, the
city notes that “no clear conclusions of
misconduct” were reached in the Labor
Department report — which cited use of
CETA workers for carrying out a Whitecampaign neighborhood survey. The city
repeated its refusal to disclose a full list of
White campaign workers, which investigators
suggested might help prove whether CETA
applicants or workers were coerced into
campaign activities. The city invited Labor
Department investigators to interview all
CETA workers for evidence of political bias in
their treatment or duties.

ay State spending

conservative quarterbacked the well-funded Legislature from mandating programs for
1972 statewide campaign which helped defeat which cities and towns would have to pay.
a proposed change in the Massachusetts
Exempt from provisions of the law would be
constitution to permit a graduated state the raising of funds for local property tax
iricome tax instead of the present flat-rate relief.
systerm.
Any surplus funds would be applied to ease
While declining to predict victory in the the property tax burden.
current drive, Mr. King says that he and his
The proposal does not seek to dictate how
associates have at least “a 50-50 chance of much is appropriated by state lawmakers for
achieving the signature goal” within the 13 various programs, providing the total amount
days remaining. Some 8,000 petitions are in does not exceed the spending limit.
circulation.
Critics of the initiative petition contend that
The initiative, besides imposing an absolute it would not accomplish what is intended but
ceiling on the amount the state could spend,
also includes a provision which would bar the
★ Please turn to Page 10

* Famed Maine
resident arrives
Continued from Page 9

says “Shame on you.” Andre has wowed
Rockport’s summer visitors for years and
become a Down East celebrity known by
coastal children and lobs termen from Marble
head to Monhegan.
As Andre’s familiarity with Rockport resi
dents grew, the prankster in him blossomed.
He became a bit of a nuissance to local
fishermen, nibbling at their oars and appro
priating their boats for his siestas, often halfswamping them getting in and out. Con
sequently, Harry constructed an enclosed,
floating pen for Andre in the harbor and made
daily trips to feed him in the summertime.
For more than a decade, Andre was free to
roam the winter seas, but Harry grew
increasingly concerned that Andre might
stray into Canadian waters, where seals bring
a $10 bounty. Harry realized how difficult it
would be to get through Rockport’s ice-bound
harbor to feed Andre in the winter if kept in
the cage. He concluded the New England
Aquarium was the most suitable winter home.
Though Andre prefers his hometown on the
Maine coast, he tolerates Boston’s gawking
crowds and the occasional youngster who
tries to stick bubblegum to Andre’s silvery
pelt. Furthermore, he enjoys the seal com
pany in the winter, and gains some 40 pounds
during each Aquarium holiday.
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Andre the seal is back in Boston

Fun-loving seal returns
to Boston for the winter
By Stewart Dill McBride
BOSTON, Mass. — A mustachioed, mid
dle-aged mariner arrived in Boston recent
ly to spend the winter months at an
exclusive local seaside resort.
Andre, as the old salt is known to his
friends, was chauffeured from Rockport,
Maine. Wearing a stunning, full-length
gray coat, he spent most of his first day
shaking hands, posing for photographs,
playing to the crowds, and was even bold
enough to kiss an attractive young woman.
Following an afternoon reception in his
honor, Andre dined on savory herring and
retired to his room to catch a few winks and
enjoy the specialty of the house — all-night
showers.
Andre is staying at the New England
’ Aquarium, you see. But don’t be so brash as
to remind him that he is only a harbor seal.

The 167-pound, 14-year-old
seal has been heading south for his
winter vacations at the aquarium
for the last three years. Every April
he swims the 200 miles to Rock
port, where he joins his underwater
companion Harry Goodridge, a
Maine tree surgeon and amateur
scuba diver.
The story of this seal and his man goes
back to the hazy “southwest day” in 1961
when Andre and Harry first met near
Robinson’s Rock, a harbor seal hangout
some four miles seaward of Rockport.
At the time Andre was an orphaned,
two-day-old pup with a streamlined tear
drop body and a head as smooth as a
cannonball. Prompted by curiosity and an
“itch for submarine companionship,”
Harry scooped Andre into his power boat

and took him home.
The 19-pound pup suckled on a spongerubber substitute mother, had a basement
bathtub as his first playpen, pushed the
Goodridge’s beagle “Toot” out of his
doghouse, and eventually was house
trained.
;
By age three, Andre was a veteran
showman — eons beyond his ball
balancing, horn-blowing peers. He de
veloped a full performance repertoire that
included dancing the twist, shooting bas
kets, imitating a porpoise failing to jump
through a suspended tire, and hiding his
face with a cupped flipper in mock contri
tion when Harry says “Shame on you.”

As Andre's familiarity with
Rockport residents grew, the
prankster in him blossomed. He
became a bit of a nuisance to local
fishermen, nibbling at their oars
and appropriating their boats for
his siestas, often half-swamping
them getting in and out.
Consequently, Harry constructed an en- >
closed, floating pen for Andre in the harbor
and made daily trips to feed him in the
summertime.
For more than a decade, Andre was free
to roam the winter seas, but Harry grew
increasingly concerned that Andre might
stray into Canadian waters, where seals
bring a $10 bounty. Harry realized how
difficult it would be to get through Rock
port’s ice-bound harbor to feed Andre in the
winter if kept in the cage.
He concluded the New England
Aquarium was the most suitable winter
home.
,
®1975 Christian Science Monitor Service
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When the temperature hits 70
around here in the last half of Oc
tober, no one can be blamed for
acting lik a hound dog in the sun.
Might as well soak it up when it
comes. Nobody ’s likely to be run
ning — or ambling — around in
shirtsleeves much longer.
But the season still is mid-way
into fall. And fall work moves
along. Wharves operators are
hauling boats for the winter.
Schooner crews are covering
their frames with plastic — not
bad timing considering other
years when the job was done with
a raw wind on their backs.
Wild geese are moving and
rafts of ducks are seen about on
ponds nearby. One tourist com
mented this week that a flock of
geese overhead weren’t following
their usual V-formation. He was
told they were the ones that
winter in the lily pond and are
given to moving from field to
pond around the area.

one day. He tried to get Andre to
go for it. Andre couldn't find it
but came up with a beer can.
Then another. Harry thought that
might not be such a bad idea and
handed him a fish. Then the
cleanup began in earnest. Andre
appeared more than willing to
show off his new sport Tuesday.
And who's going to fault
somebody cleaning up the har
bor?

There's always been a lot of
boatbuilding of various sorts go
ing on here. Now a related
specialty. Brooks Townes, assis
tant editor at National Fisher
man, has started making oars.
He works from a home shop tur
ning out custom orders. Brooks
uses Sitka spruce for his
spoonbladed models — with
length and finish to suit the
customer. He calls his operation
the Oar House.
—J.D.

niKHUR CLEANUP, ANDRE'S NEW ROLE —

It’s said you can’t teach an old
dog new tricks. That obviously
does not apply to harbor seals.
Not if the name is Andre and the
homeport, Rockport. Andre
might well be called the harbor's
number one conservationist. Or
it might be said he’s taking his ti
tle of honorary harbor master
seriously.
At any rate, Andre has taken to
cleaning up the debris tossed in
the Rockport harbor bottom. In
no time Andre plucked a basket
ful of beer cans and plastic bits
from the bottom.
Seems owner-trainer Harry
Goodridge lost a knife overboard
ANDRE DU ES FOR CANS —

GO HOME, YOUNG MAN — Trainer Harry Good
ridge of Rockport, Maine, points out the way to
Andre, the harbor seal, for 160-mile swim to his
summer home after being trucked from New
England Aquarium to Marblehead. The husky 240pound, 14-year-old seal winters in Boston because
of Maine fishermen's complaints about Andre’s

leaps into their boats to sun himself. During the
summers he stays in a 32-foot pen in Rockport
harbor maintained by Goodridge and would be
freed into the Maine waters after tourist season
until he became unpopular with the scared fisher
men. So tie a yellow ribbon around the pier because Andre is coming home.
Staff Photo by Gene Dixon
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Andre's daddy

And, the famed seal who has endeared himself to many Marbleheaders when he occasionally takes a swimming visit to that

community, strikes the pose of a star as Harry urges him to
outdo Flipper as a celebrity.

Harry Goodridge, the Maine tree
surgeon and skindiver who adopted
Andre the Seal when he was a one-day
old cub, talks of the fame, albeit little

fortune, which has come from his 14year-old relationship with the
remarkable mammal.

That damn seal? Sure, Harry. We believe you.
By PAT BABCOCK
It was a sparkling summer day when Andre and I first met.
Mid-morning sunshine splashed the water, a crisp seabreeze
ruffled my hair, as I sped in a motorboat to our Maine harbor ren
dezvous.
Would he be as I imagined in our three-year relationship sustained
only by the printed word? Lithe, loving, intelligent, talented,
charismatic, the adored darling of hard-bitten newspeople with hearts
hard to win.
My companion killed the motor, I sucked in my breath and there
he was. Enormous limpid eyes, bewhiskered jowls, 240 pounds of
undulating grace.
“Hell-o you gorgeous creature,” I gushed. And Andre The Seal is
indeed beautiful, with an eternal babylike quality that belies his 14year-old mamal adulthood, with a level of perception and reasoning
that reinforces the kinship of his species with the kingdom of man.
Andre was at his best that day, primed for a pexioiinance di ins

most unusual tricks and feats by his adoptive daddy Harry Goodridge,
who is nearly now as famous as his foster seal.
I met Harry on the pier, and although I had never seen him before,
I knew the person standing there was he. The trace of a welcoming
smile flitted across the wonderfully weathered face of the middle-aged
tree surgeon and skindiver, who did not know quite what he was get
ting into, when he decided to rear an infant seal.
Harry’s taciturn manner thawed as he got into the swing of yet
another press interview about Andre, but the new feature this time was
a privileged private showing of Andre’s accomplishments. Swinging a
bucket of fish and leaving a mewing cat hungrily trotting in the wake of
the pungent aroma, we made the trip to the seal’s floating harbor cage.
The pen was built by Harry, measuring approximately 10 by 40
feet, after Andre’s harbor high-jinks were becoming a little too much
to tolerate even among the firendliest of fishermen.

But Harry and Andre more or less have “done it” themselves, ever
since that day that Harry and a friend whisked the baby seal from local,
waters shortly after his birth and destined him unknowingly for
stardom of a sort.
That friend came rowing over to the cage as we watched Andre’s
tactics, recalling that day very well.
“I wanted a diving companion, and that meant I could not have a
dog, so I got Andre,” was Goodridge’s explanation, delivered matterof-factly.
The history then becomes complex, as the explanation unfolds of
how Andre also became a favorite and a frolicsome friend of many
Marblehead fishermen.
»
Andre showed up on an impromptu trip to Maroieneaa waters for
the first time in 1962. and residents, W’‘S$kjng his sex. dubbed him
“Josephine.” Before his place of origin and “parentage” was known,
she/he was thought to be Candy, a California sea lion. A New York
resident then thought the mammal in question was her sea lion, until
identifying a photo, she informed townspeople that the sea lion was not
a sea lion, but a “rel seal.”
Andrea then was a mere 30-pound toddler, and Marblehead’s town

7 wanted a diving companion,

officials went to bat for the mammal, with former Selectmen James N.
Skinner urging legislative action to protect its life.
In 1962, a $5 bounty was in effect on seals, and Skinner led the
battle for its repeal.
Meanwhile, the Marblehead police took action to assure the seal’s
safety, by warning residents, according to an article which ran in The
Item, that any gun toters thinking of picking up a little beer money by
presenting Josephine’s nose to the town treasurer will be found in
vioation prohibiting discharging of firearms in town limits.
And, Andre, fond of Marblehead as may people are, did as many
people do — summered there for several years.
It was his ability to make the trip from Marblehead to Rockport
Harbor and vice-versa, which originally drew the attention of New
England Aquarium officials and researchers interested in the in

telligence and homing instincts of seals.
Andre became a winter resident of the aquarium, where he posed
for Valentine’s Day pictures, kissing female visitors and in general
broadened the base of his adoring public. “I visit him when he’s
there,” interjected Harry, and it is a long trip from Rockport to
Boston.
When it came time for Andre to return for the summer, he was
released by aquarium officials and Harry off Marblehead Harbor in
April, 1974 and made the 165-mile trip in four days — more than a week
ahead of projected schedule.
And this year he beat his own record, first diddling around Mar
blehead and Manchester waters for a few days, visiting old friends and
making new ones, before taking off for Maine and Harry.
The first thing he usually does upon arrival in Rockport Harbor is
lumber in to an empty dinghy and fall asleep.
One year Andre disappeared from the harbor for an extended
period of time.
“The harbor froze over that year,” recalls Harry as he puffed on a
cigaret and leaned casually on the pen railing. “An ice cutter came
through, and behind the cutter, bobbing in the waves was Andre.
Dammit all, with the way he can travel, he probably spent a few days
at the North Pole.”

and dial meant I could not
have a dog, so I got Andre.

“Man and seal were reunited
on friendly terms, with a

“He would take paddles from people, all in play of course,” said
Harry. “And then he would jump into boats, I guess fall asleep, not
realizing that his bulk was sinking the craft.”
Andre and Harry then exchanged their daily morning greeting,
with Harry being the recipient of a seal kiss on the nose — not,
however, without sufficient enticement in an unspoken bond that exists
between the two.
One of the less romantic principles that keep the two together is
spelled f-i-s-h, with Andre in the tried and true Pavlonian reflex,
reacting to the promise of reward.
Harry has little to say about how he taught Andre, being selftaught in animal training, using logical and trial and error — but the
realtionship between trick and fish fest is obviously a cause and effect
one.
And there is certainly an element of control in voice inflextion.
There are no fanfare announcements that Andre will be performing.
“Gonna shoot me a seal,” says Harry in a softly menacing voice,
making a mock gun with thumb and forefinger.
Andre turns on his back and sinks to the watery depths of his cage,
playing dead.
“Let’s dance,” urges Goodridge, and Andre twists his bulk,
graceful in water and lumbering on shore, in imitation of the dance
craze of the same name.
“Let’s play with the hoop,” urges surrogate human papa. And the
seal takes off to the other side of the cage, retrieving a rubber tire
strung by Harry with rope from side to side.
Andre executes a tidily done dive through the circle, but that is not
the end of this scene.
“Show them how you did it when you were a baby, you know, first
learning the trick,” instructs Harry.
And the 240-pound mammal circles, dives and then jumps, this
time getting stuck in the tire.
Andre is then released from the cage to really show his stuff on the
prow of Harry’s boat.
“Make like a star,” says goodridge, as the seal preens and flexes
his body into a pose reminiscent of the mermaid staring from the label
of that well-known brand of tunafish.
“What do you think of Flipper,” his master quizzes, and Andre
gives out a vocal raspberry.
And when Andre commits any kind of slip, Harry admonishes,
“aren’t you ashamed?” and the seal bows his head and cringes, with
embarrassed flipper placed over his eye.
“Guess you could say he sure is a celebrity,” commented Harry,
explaining that “people have come from all over the country here to
Rockport Harbor, Maine, to see him.”
“I guess it’s you people in the news business and the fact that he
made National Geographic that has done it.”

peace offering of fish.'

Seal it with a kiss
Harry gets a smooch on the crown of his head by Andre, as he
swooshes up from the depths of his watery cage in Rockport
Harbor. Maine.

Town residents well remember one instance when Andre
preferred to stay pretty close to home.
“There was that time when he fell in love with a female seal and
they made love on the town landing,” reminisces Goodridge. “He slept
all the next day, like he had a hangover.”
In general Harry figures that Andre’s love life has been limited by
a feeling on the part of other harbor seals in the area that this member
of their species is an outcast likely too friendly with humans.
“He came back one day kind of torn up, I guess in a fight over a
female with some harbor seals.”
Andre gravitates toward the harbor for a variety of reasons, in
cluding the lure of fish feedings.
It costs Harry not an insignificant sum to feed his adopted pet
about 10 pounds of fish a day, costing him about 28 cents per pound.
“Usually have to go all the way to Portland for it, you know Andre
will eat nothing but the best,” he commented.
Andre reciprocates by having put Rockport Harbor on the map,
and making many scientists wonder how a self-schooled trainer has
done such a remarkable job.
Harry stages a July 4 show each year for townspeople and visitors,
and Andre has been the subject of television news specials.
A fall publication is planned for the book which Goodridge and
Louis Dietz, nature writer, have written on the celebrated seal, ap
propriately and simply titled “Andre The Seal.”
Lest you think Andre is a spiritless dog-like seal spinelessly
bowing to the wished of master and groveling for his grub, reflect on
this:
After going smoothly through the paces of his tricks, Andre
jumped on the dry dock of his pen and promptly nipped Harry’s leg.
“That damn seal,” howled Harry as he jumped a foot in painful
recoil.
But man and seal were reunited on friendly terms, with a peace
offering of fish.
As I left Rockport Harbor one elderly man peering from one
landing queries his companion:
Is that the crazy seal that leaves here every year for that harbor in
Massachusetts town with a funny name?”
“Must be, must be,” he responded, as Andre went back to his
cavorting in the floating cage and Harry thought about going to Por
tland for some seal dinner fare.

Andre Has Lovely Trees
Hi folks. Here I am again with
my usual cheery greeting and
also a very, very Merry Christ
mas to you all.
My town is very beautiful this
year with the lovely decorations
put up by the Garden dub (thank
you, ladies) and all the bright
lights and trees at the many
homes. And, no thanks to Harry,
I have two trees all for me. My
kind friends Luke and Howard
lighted trees just for yours truly
down here in my harbor. Now, I
ask you, wasn’t that nice of
them? I asked Harry to get me
one and let me decorate it with
seaweed wreaths and periwinkle
bells, and herring scale sequins,
and all that stuff, but Harry’s just
not with it. He Said I was just
being silly. Me? Silly?
I was lucky enough to get a
peek at Santa when he came to
Rockport a couple of weeks ago.
It wasn’t easy. I nearly broke my
neck, stretching it to see up the
road. But it was worth it. He
hasn’t changed a bit. And that
beautiful red suit! I was just a.
wee bit envious.
But with all the bright lights,

the gutter, the fun and the bustle
of this busy holiday season, let’s
not forget the true meaning of
Christmas. Let’s take time out to
say a little prayer that peace may
come to all the world, and that the
true spirit of Chrismtas will be
in each and every heart.
Merry Christmas and God Bless
You AU.
Andre

Oddly enough, it was a good year for Irish writers
By Parkman Howe
Important books rarely arrive in the small
space of a year, much less on an island of 4
million drawn and quartered by civil strife.
Perhaps because literature to some extent
thrives on extremes of human emotion, Irish
writers had a particularly good year.
Dublin’s fabled Cuala Press, alive and still
run by the Yeats family, started last fall off
with a two-volume hand-printed edition of
W.B. Yeats’s hitherto unpublished novel The
Speckled Bird, edited by W. H. O’Donnell.
Yeats wrote the book, his version of a
“Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man,”
bclvietn

and 1902

and -wisely decided not

to publish it during his life-time. But now, 70
years later, the handsome Cuala edition fills in
another niche in the Yeats oeuvre.
Adolescence ripening to maturity also en
gages John McGahern and Francis Stuart,
who follow a closely autobiographical format.
In The Leavetaking (London: Faber and
Faber, £2.50; Boston: Atlantic-Little, Brown,
$6.95) McGahern brings the young hero of
“The Dark" and “The Barracks” up to the day
when he loses his teaching job due to his
surreptitious marriage to an American di
vorcee at a Dublin registry office.
Stuart also sends his hero, H, into the public
lion pit in Black List Section H (London:
Martin Brian & O’Keefe, £4.25), though not
just the puritanical lion pit of Irish society, but
of western civilization. H. Stuart’s fiction
alized pseudonym, flees the stagnation of
Ireland to teach literature in Germany during
World War II. As the Third Reich crumbles, H
suffers incarceration by the Allies and separa
tion from loved ones — Stuart’s most per
sistent theme. The book offers startling
glimpses of Maud and Iseult Gonne and W. B.
Yeats, all of whom Stuart knew intimately.
Unlike McGahern, Stuart has a long career
behind him and one is tempted to regard
“Black List” not only as Stuart’s masterpiece
“but a major work as well.
David Thomson pursues a more con
ventional autobiographical reminiscence in
his pastoral Woodbrook (London: Barrie and
Jenkins, £3.75). Mr. Thomson, himself En
glish, arrived at the County Roscommon
estate of the Anglo-Irish family, the Kirkwoods, in 1932 as a tutor. He stayed on through
the war and now weaves local and national
Irish history into his own struggle to reach
maturity. Caroline Blackwood’s review of the
book in the Listener sparked off a controversy
on the letters page between Brendan Gill and
the folklorists of Ireland which lasted several
months.
One must also mention the latest book of
-Julia O’Faolain, Women in the Wall (London:
Faber, £3.50; New York: The Viking Press,
$7.95). Ms. O’Faolain makes a scholarly

incision into 6th-century Gaul where the
barbarism of invading Franks is pitted against
the scathing religiosity of conquered Queen
Radagunda. A book remarkable for its raw
energy, and a totally new direction for Ms.
O’Faolain.
Poetry also had a remarkable start with the
August, 1974, publication of the late Padraic
Fallon’s Poems (Dublin: Dolmen). For years
Fallon had been writing poems, plays and
journals, but never in book form. One of
Samuel Beckett’s generation, he elected to
remain in Ireland where his work became
increasingly neglected. “Poems” pulls to
gether work from the 1930s to the ’70s.

Certainly the longer poem “The Head” must
rate as a classic.
Seumas Heaney produced another wellpublicized volume of poems, North (London:
Faber £1.25). Heaney’s themes haven’t
changed from his previous three books:
invasions and the bog’s record of that agony.

There is another note, too, as in perhaps one of
his most popular pieces, “Mossbawn (For
Mary Heaney)”:
And here is love
like a tinsmith’s scoop
sunk past its gleam
in the meal-bin.
Heaney earned high praise from reviewers —
among those George Mackay Brown, who
placed him “among the half-dozen best poets
in the language.”
Michael Hartnett made a much publicized
switch from English to the Irish (Gaelic)
language with the appearance of his A
Farewell To English (Dublin: Gallery Press,
1975). Mr. Hartnett’s customary passion and
dense syntax are much in evidence in this
volume, though a gnawing note of bitterness,
especially in the title piece, threatens to sour
some of his finer ones. Mr. Hartnett has

A seal who came in from the sea
A Seal Called Andre, by Harry Goodridge and
Lew Dietz. New York: Praeger Publishers.
181 pp. Illustrated. $7.95.
You think you know what a seal is, right? A
funny-looking little fellow, bald with long
whiskers; balances a ball on his nose and
squawks for fish, you say? Not this seal!
Andre is a native of Rockport, Maine, a
celebrity who winters in Boston and is a
member of Harry Goodridge’s family as well
as Harry’s companion and confidant.
If that sounds a little strange, then you
haven’t been keeping up with the papers. It all
started back in 1961 when Harry Goodridge
“adopted” a two-day-old seal pup. Nothing has
been quite the same since.
This is the story of a man and a seal, their
adventures and misadventures through 15
years of friendship. It is an amazing story, told
in a rambling, down-to-earth style and filled
with a wealth of information on animal and
seal behavior. A word about Lew Dietz, the
collaborator who helped “shape” this book:
As you read about Andre, it is like listening to
Harry Goodridge. The collaboration couldn’t
have been handled better.
“Almost human” is the way some people
describe Andre, and yet Harry Goodridge
would disagree. “Man cherishes the delusion
that his is the center of the universe. . ..
Moreover, he will be inclined to rate the
animal intelligence according to the degree to
which it conforms with human behavior.” For
Harry, being “almost human” isn’t a com
pliment at all.
But what would you call Andre? A wild
creature? Much of the time he lives by his wits
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Perhaps the most important event of 1975
went all but unnoticed in Ireland and else
where: the publication pf Brian Coffey’s long
poem “Advent,” in a special issue of The Irish
University Review, spring, 1975, entirely
devoted to his work. Coffey opted for Paris in
the 1920s and ’30s and became friendly with
Joyce and Beckett. He has taught philosophy
in St. Louis, Missouri, and is in retirement in
Southampton, England. “Advent” is a truly
long poem, over 1,000 lines, divided into eight
sections based on the canonical hours. Syntax
is foreshortened, definite and indefinite ar
ticles jettisoned. It has the density of Pound’s
Cantos without their formlessness.
Although few Irish writers need fear assassi
nation, even on the streets of Belfast, they still
face dismaying disabilities. Censorship, that
peculiar Irish bugbear, refuses to go away, as
Francis Stuart and John McGahern, among
others, can attest. Further, most writers must
go outside the country, usually to England, to
find publishers.
Distribution in Ireland can be a nightmare,
but, just as important, American follow-up
editions rarely receive sufficient promotion to
reach a potentially large audience.
For a small country just emerging from an
extended period of isolation and introspection,
this can be most unfortunate; for, as Brian
Coffey observed a number of years ago, the
native flower needs local rain and winds from
overseas alike to prosper.
Parkman Howe is enrolled in the PhD
program in Anglo-Irish literature at Uni
versity College, Dublin.
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in the huge and wild Atlantic Ocean. Or would
you call him tame, a pet? After all, he has
actually lived in the Goodridge home, was
housebroken, in fact. I don’t know if there is
an answer to that question, it may not even be
important, but I do know that “A Seal Called
Andre” is a rare and wonderful story.

or can be bought from
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NOW available. $7.95
add 50c postage/handling
each. In California add
6% Sales Tax.

From A Seal Called Andre-

Andre going up the steps

recently received two lucrative arts awards to
live in his native County Limerick and one
awaits with interest the first fruits of his latest
course.
Richard Murphy meanwhile has been living
near Galway renovating old fishing boats and
cottages and writing poems. His latest collec
tion, High Island (London: Faber, £1.25;
New York: Harper & Row, $6.95), abandons
the narrative form in favor of shorter lyrics
with much success. His new poems celebrate
sea life and wandering tinkers of the coastal
world about Galway, as well as the jungles of
Ceylon where Murphy spent part of his

Name................. ...............................................................................................
Address....................................................................... .77.-............................................
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Waters of Boston, Inc.
225 Massachusetts Ave., Boston, MA 02115
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HARBOR SEAL ANTICS — Andre, leaping for his supper, is the subject of a book written by his owner and
trainer, Harry Goodridge and Rockport friend and author, Lew Dietz.

Box 70, Rockport, Maine 04856

The Honorary Harbor Master
. . . would like you to visit his shop on Main
Street in the Village of Rockport where you
will find exclusive Andre items . . .

Andre
T-Shirts
Tote Bags
Pillows
Stuffed Andres
Local Handcrafts
and souvenirs.
Come and see us!

The Magazine of Maine
Camden. Maine O484S
236-4354 or 236-4355
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ANDRE
COMES HOME

175 miles in three days—a trip that
retend you’re a harbor seal
usually
takes a seal much longer.
named Andre, and you have a
When Andre came home to Rockport,
good friend named Harry. You
haven’t seen Harry all winter. SoMaine, Harry Goodridge was there
on the dock to welcome him.
naturally you hurry home to greet
him. That’s what Andre did. He swam
Harry found Andre swimming in

P

33

ft

the sea 14 years ago when the seal was about two days old.
Harry took him home and fed him milk. As Andre grew, he be
gan swimming off to hunt and explore. Sometimes he was gone
for months, but he always found his way back to Rockport.
Now Andre spends his summers in a large pen. For the past
few years Harry has taken Andre to the New England Aquarium
in Boston for the winter. In the spring, the seal is set free and
swims back home. Summertime is Andre’s playtime. At a whiff
of raw fish and a call from Harry, he clambers aboard a boat.
Sometimes he takes a ride to Harry’s house where he greets the
dog and amuses Harry’s grandchildren. In the evening Andre
does what an entertainer should do—he puts on a show for his
fans at the Rockport dock.
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CONGRATULATIONS ON THE SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF YOUR RETURN
VOYAGE HOME.

I

AM SURE YOU ARE PLEASED TO BE BACK AT YOUR

DUTIES AS HARBOR MASTER AND AMBASSADOR OF GOOD WILL FOR THE
LOVELY TOWN OF ROCKPORT.
MAKING PEOPLE SMILE.
UNDERTAKEN.

BEST WISHES AND CONTINUED SUCCESS AT

IT IS AN ADMIRABLE CAREER THAT YOU HAVE

WITH WARMEST REGARDS.

DAVID F EMERY MEMBER OF CONGRESS.
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